The final decision on holding this course will be taken by the end of July 2021. Hence present inscriptions are only a firm expression of interest. Payments and travel organization will be done after the confirmation date. This time grant applications can only be accepted for persons not requiring a VISA.

The Introductory CAS course represents the core teaching of all CAS courses and represents the ideal opportunity to be introduced into the field of particle accelerators. This course will be of interest to staff and students from laboratories and universities as well as from companies manufacturing accelerator equipment. The course will focus on various aspects of beam dynamics and it will provide an introduction to the underlying accelerator systems and technologies. Key topics will be consolidated through a series of discussion sessions and computer based tutorials, while topical seminars will round up the program.

Contact: CERN Accelerator School
CH – 1211 Geneva 23
cas.web.cern.ch
Accelerator.school@cern.ch